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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter deals with background of the study, statements of the problem, 

purposes of the study, significance of the study, scope and limitation and 

definition of key terms. Each section is presented as follows: 

1.1 Background of the Study  

Language plays a great part in human life. It takes a place in communication 

between person to person, person to group, group to person and group to group. 

While the communication is present, they exchange their ideas or information. 

This statement is supported by Adler (1991) by arguing that communication is the 

exchange of idea, which indicates persons’ attempt to let others know what he or 

she means. Consequently, to be an effective communicator, people should 

understand their interlocutor. In this regard, language is not simply a tool to 

exchange ideas or meanings. It also shows who the speaker are and how they treat 

their interlocutor. Bailey (2002 as cited in Velasquez 2010) claims that language 

depicts the way people speak is directly related to their identity.  

Language can also be the medium of identity construction while it is being 

used during communication. If people meet other people and they communicate 

with each other in a certain condition simultaneously, identity construction is 

likely to exist. Identity construction is also affected by people in social and 

cultural context (Adams et al, 1996 and Baumeister et al, 1996 as cited in 

Schwarztz 2006). In particular environment, people negotiate their identity to 
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either blend into or challenge a community that is likely projecting different 

identity. In this particular negotiation, people construct or reconstruct their 

identities to cope and face with their new world. 

Identity is complex and dynamic. Identity can be complex since every 

human being is likely to have different various identities at one time. Various 

identities are projected by individual characteristic, family dynamic, historical 

factor and social and political contexts (Tatum, 2000). The examples of 

complexity of identity are characteristic, racial, ethnic, gender, religion and status. 

Meanwhile, identity is also dynamic because identity moves, changes and evolves 

as long as human lives. Life experiences can construct person’s identity. Identity 

construction occurs in all experiences, including new one or conflict. For instance, 

a student from another country advances new identity from culture shocks as an 

international student in the host country. A native speaker of English lived in Rio 

de Janeiro for five months, while learning Portuguese, he experienced frustrations 

due to the inability to be himself. Further, while studying in a university he found 

the breaks in the class and he was quite silence due to his lack of Portuguese small 

talk skills (Andersen et al, 2009). 

Identity which has the nature of complex and dynamic can be a burden for 

those who feel like a stranger when they live overseas. This give an impact to 

understand the language. Understanding the language is very crucial when 

someone go to a country that speak different language from him. That 

phenomenon is called language barrier. According to Harzing (2009) the major 

problem in communication is lack of understanding which carries barrier to the 
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language. The impact can be issues of communicating understanding, perceiving 

other or even identity. Dessy (2012), in her study about language barrier faced by 

Liz Gilbert in Jennifer Salta’s film “Eat, Pray, Love”, finds three language barriers 

during her living in Italy. First, she had problem when she wanted to buy some 

food and talk to the staff. Second, when she found it hard to communicate with 

neighbors around in Rome. Third, she had hard time to read signs around the city. 

Those conditions are embarrassing, confusing, stressful and uncomfortable 

(Norma, 2015). Moreover, Norma’s research (2015) finds that University of 

Muhammadiyah Malang (UMM) students who join Erasmus Mundus face 

language barrier in academic and social environment. In academic environment, 

first, the students face language barrier on voice volume that local European 

people have as they tend to talk very loudly. Second, as for tone of voice, native 

speakers tend to have dialect and intonation that are perceived to be fast by UMM 

students. Third, in terms of gender expectation, the students have to speak formal 

language with female lectures. Fourth, about personal space, the students used to 

sit in the back seat as they might be unconfident and chose to be silent. Fifth, in 

terms of specific situations, the students showed their being shocked of doing oral 

examination and guest lecturer.  

Some people have experienced language barrier. When someone comes to 

the new country with whatever reasons they have, they attempt to communicate or 

interact with local people and they negotiate their ideas in several ways. For 

instance, students from South Thailand who are studying at UMM. They might 

face experiences of language barrier and identity construction. Their experiences 
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of facing and coping with language barriers and identity construction will bring 

various impacts. They might find difficult to communicate and understand what 

people say, have misperception and psychological distress. Those impact 

contribute to identity constructions among them. The creation of these identities 

construction when people gain a new language (Velasquez, 2010). Whether they 

accept or deny host language, it become their identity construction.  

Because of the above reason, the researcher would conduct a study about 

language identity through language barriers faced by Thai student of English 

department at UMM.  

1.2 Statements of the Problem  

Based on the background discussed above the researcher formulates the 

problem as follows:  

1. What are the types of language barriers faced by Thai students of English 

department at University of Muhammadiyah Malang?  

2. How is the identity construction of Thai students of English department at 

University of Muhammadiyah Malang in terms of facing and coping with their 

language barriers? 

1.3 Purposes of the Study  

Dealing with the above problem, the main purposes of the research are: 

1. To find out the types of language barriers faced by Thai students of English 

department at University of Muhammadiyah Malang. 
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2. To investigate the identity construction of Thai students of English department 

at University of Muhammadiyah Malang in terms of facing and coping with 

their language barriers. 

1.4 Significance of the Study  

This result of the study is expected to give benefit and contribution as 

follows:   

1. For the lecturers who have Thai students in their classroom, this research may 

make them aware of the fact that Thai students might have language barrier 

and, thus this study can contribute to insights of how to create effective 

teaching by considering the matters. 

2. For Thai students, the result of this research is expected to raise their awareness 

and anticipation of language barrier and their identity as international students 

in Indonesia, particularly in UMM context.   

3. Moreover, future research in the relevant field, this study is also expected to 

contribute to the richness of language barrier and identity research.  

1.5 Scope and Limitation  

The scope of this study focuses on language identity through language 

barrier and analyzing the language identity construction from the way language 

barrier is perceived and responded. Further, this study focuses only two Thai 

students of English department at University of Muhammadiyah Malang. 
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1.6 Definition of Key Terms 

The definitions of key terms are used to avoid misunderstanding between 

the researcher and any potential readers. They are as follows: 

1. Language  

A set of systems that is used as medium to convey a message and have a 

structure inside as well as is produced by our mind through experience or 

environment (Meyer, 2009). 

2. Language Identity  

Projecting different identity after people negotiate their identity to either blend 

into or challenge a community through language (Norton, 2010). 

3. Language Barrier  

A hindrance to communicate with interlocutors because of the language that 

leads negative consequences (Kim et al, 2011).  

 


